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Remember: Pens and pencils can damage exhibits. Please do not place your papers on the 

exhibits to write your answers. Thanks, Berman Museum Staff! 
 

Introduction Panel 

1.   How many pieces or artifacts were in the Berman’s original collection? _____________________ 

2.   Mr. Berman collected weaponry from across the world. What did Mrs. Berman enjoy collecting 

most?    _________________________________ 

3.   How many passports did Mr. Berman fill as a collector? ___________________ 

American West Gallery 

4.   The first “Jumping Off” place along the Oregon Trail was Chimney Rock. Chimney Rock is in which 

U.S. State? _________________________________ 

5.   In many areas of the American West there were few trees. What natural resource was used in 

starting fires instead of wood in these areas? _________________________________ 

Hint: Given the availability of buffalo throughout the journey west, this resource was easily obtained 

and presented a way for settlers to cook food and boil water for their survival when no wood was 

available to them. 

Deadly Beauty Gallery 

6.   The Royal Persian Scimitar (sword) is encrusted with three types of jewels. Can you name them? 

_____________________ _________________ _________________ 

7.   The crown jewels of the Bohemian Kings belonged to leaders of the Czech Republic. Can you 

name the continent where this country can be found? _____________________________ 

8.   A pommel is the portion of the sword below the grip used for balance. What image is carved into 

the pommel of the African swords in this exhibit hall? _________________________________ 
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Arts of Asia Gallery 

9.   The Silk Road was a 4,000-mile trade route which ran from China into Southern Europe. What 

two valuable spices can be found in this gallery? _______________       ____________________ 

Today, we can find all the spices we want in grocery stores, but historically, people would travel thousands of 

miles to China to buy them! The source of silk was considered a state secret and desperate traders were 

rumored to have secretly transported the silk-producing worms in walking canes! 

10.   Locate the Chinese dog sculpture. In which dynasty was this sculpture created? What years did 

this dynasty reign?       ____________________             __________________ 

 

World War I & II Gallery 

11.   In World War I a new type of warfare, trench warfare, was used. Both sides had deep ditches to 

protect them from the enemy. Who dug those trenches? ____________________________ 

12. What color and shape is the medal given to all American service members wounded or killed in 

combat action?    __________________________________ 

13.   What is the name of the dummy utilized in World War II which when dropped from an airplane 

by parachute would draw fire away from Allied paratroopers? 

___________________________________ 

Pearl Harbor Room 

14.   What was the name of the military base in Hawaii which was the site of the attack by Japan on 

December 7th, 1941? _______________________________________ 

15.   What state were the three men featured in the Pearl Harbor exhibit from? 

__________________________ 

16.   What was the name of the President of the United States at the time of the Pearl Harbor 

attacks?   _____________________________________ 
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1. Over 6,000 

2. Art/Fine Art/Sculptures/Bronzes 

3. Four Passports 

4. Nebraska 

5. Buffalo Dung 

6.  Diamonds, Rubies, and Emerald 

7. Europe 

8.  Face/Head of Person 

9. Black pepper & Cinnamon 

10. Han Dynasty (206 BC-206 AD) 

11. Soldiers 

12. Purple Heart 

13. Rupert 

14. Pearl Harbor 

15. Alabama 

16. Franklin Delano Roosevelt  

 

 

 


